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Abstract

Recent research into international trade has highlighted the role of trade costs in determining the geography of trade. We propose that the notion of comparative advantage has to be expanded to include different capacities to transact and the pertinent factor endowments (organizational and social capital). In a ‘transactional regime’, sets of transaction-enabling tasks (TETs) are arranged to overcome a given pattern of trade resistances. We argue that transactional regimes impact the flows and contents of information that guide the decision making of producers and therefore also shape the resulting international division of labour. Transactional regimes can be classified according to a three-dimensional state space of trade resistances covering certain most generic aspects of information. We apply this approach to analyze the case of the Brazilian coffee business that has evolved into a bifurcated ‘commoditized’ and ‘de-commoditized’ regime in the past twenty years, triggered by the entrepreneurial action of a single company, illycaffè. An entirely new business model has resulted into a shift of the transactional regime in coffee trade, with implications for the distribution of the gains from trade.
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1 Introduction: Transactional innovation and production

The concept of comparative advantage is the founding stone of the theory of international trade which explains the international distribution of production resulting from price changes driven by international trade. It refers to international differences in production costs. But what are production costs? A century ago, many economists employed a broad definition of production costs which included all costs that have to be incurred until the consumption process would start (Elster et al., 1923: 22ff). Costs of marketing or transport were included into production costs. A similar definition of production costs has been proposed by North (1990): production costs are the sum of transformation costs and transaction costs. The standard textbook approach in international trade concentrates on transformation costs, i.e. the technological transformation of inputs into outputs, as described by the production function, but neglects all activities which are necessary to complete the entire transaction of international trade, which, after all, results into even ignoring the role of international trading proper (for example, Feenstra (2004) only introduces trading in chapter eleven of his advanced textbook). Only recently, advanced research makes the distinction between transformation and transaction costs explicit, such as, when modeling firm behavior in profit-maximizing equilibrium, in distinguishing between different determinants of the final price, i.e. the transformation costs and the costs of reaching the final consumer (e.g. Matsuyama, 2007).

The problem how to include both transformation and transaction costs in the theory of international trade had been neutralized for long by means of the assumption of zero transport costs in equilibrium models, which were seen as a theoretical proxy of all costs of trade. In the past three decades, researchers have rediscovered the central importance of trade costs in the empirics and the theory of international trade (Anderson and van Wincoop, 2004). The previous neglect of the transaction dimension was reflected in a major anomaly in the theory of international trade, which is the strong empirical performance of the gravity model. Although this anomaly has been remedied on the theoretical level (for a seminal contribution, see Deardorff (1998); for a most recent survey, see Anderson, 2010), there is still a conceptual gap between the role that the gravity model plays in modeling trade costs on the one hand, and the theoretical role assigned to trade costs in the standard model of international trade. In the gravity model, in principle, all deviations from the predicted trade flows can be explained as reflecting trade costs, with this notion covering trade barriers, both tariff and non-tariff, transport costs and transaction costs. It is now standard procedure to approach the latter with implementing a set of controls econometrically that covers determinants such as common language, colonial history or shared political institutions (e.g. Lundan and Jones (2001), DeGroot et al. (2004)). However, in these approaches trade costs remain exogenous, and they are not the object of theorizing about the economic processes that determine them. And even more so, trade costs are not related to the activity of trading, which, after all, should generate profits. In this sense, the theory of international trade does not treat trade costs in the way how it is established practice for marketing costs in general (Arkolakis, 2008).

The central role of transaction costs in international trade has been recognized in the growing number of contributions on the role of intermediaries in international trade. Two representative examples for intermediaries are ethnic networks and multinational retailers. In ethnic trading networks such as the ‘Chinese connection’, traders are able to solve information problems and to rely on informal arrangements and therefore are able to lower the costs of interna-
transnational trade relative to other traders (Rauch 2001, Rauch and Trindade 2002). Multinational retailers offer a fully fledged transactional regime to local producers which includes the transmission of demand signals or quality control, thereby leveraging their export potential to a substantial degree (Head et al. 2010). These observations relate with the literature that highlights the costs of market entry in international trade (Roberts and Tybout, 1997, Melitz 2003). Considering the range of producers in a certain country, only a smaller share of them are also exporters. In current models, this is mostly explained by high fixed costs of market entry, which can be target country-specific. For example, a company has to adapt products to the target market, needs to incur specific marketing costs and to build distribution channels. As only the more productive companies can afford these costs, there is also a selection effect on the production side (for a survey of this literature, see WTO 2008).

All this research is based on analyzing aggregate effects on the structure of international trade transactions within a given structure of production and demand. The important aspect of innovation is still neglected, which involves structural changes on both the supply and demand side. In this paper, we will not only argue that trade costs matter, but present an even stronger argument: the transformation process in the sense of North’s is not independent from the transaction process. The transactional regime is a central determinant of the structure of production because it enables different patterns of specialization in terms of end products. This follows from the fact that in different transactional regimes, the flows and contents of information differ that guide the decision-making of producers.

Our example is the global coffee trade, with a focus of one of the most important producing countries, Brazil. Coffee is an important commodity: about 75 million people in the developing world are involved in coffee cultivation and business. With a volume of traded green coffee of about 22 billion US$ in 2004 (Pendergrast, 2009), coffee is claimed to be “the second most valuable commodity exported by developing countries” (Talbot, 2004: 50). With about a third of global production, Brazil is the biggest producer in the world (Daviron and Ponte, 2005).

A major trend in this business was the cycle from commoditization to decommoditization. This consisted in the emergence of diversified markets around specialty coffee and was accompanied by substantial changes in the product characteristics of coffee trade, the production process and the consumption patterns (Gereffi, 1996, Carroll and Swaminathan, 2000, Wallerstein, 2000, Fitter and Kaplinski, 2001, Sassatelli, 2007, Daviron and Vagneron, 2010). Specialty coffee has rapidly emerged as a complement to commodity coffee:

*Its meteoric rise, especially in the last decade, makes it one of the most outstanding success stories in the coffee world and has stimulated the formation of specialty coffee associations in many other parts of the globe. Although it did not register on anyone’s radar screens 20 years ago, it is now a leading segment of the industry. Many experts feel that the differenti-

1 It results difficult to quantify the rise of specialty coffee. For one the term is ambiguous, including single estate, gourmet, sustainable, quality decaf and soluble and others, making the quantification of the different types very laborious. The overall market for quality coffee was estimated in 2004 to be around 9-12% in terms of volume in the most developed markets. This number refers to ‘differentiated coffee’ that include specialty, fair trade, organic, prepared (ready-to-drink), decaffeinated and some quality soluble. The financial volume is much higher. In the US, differentiated coffee is about 40% of the total coffee market (Lewin et al., 2004: 116). A useful proxy measure is the number of outlets devoted to specialty coffee. In the US alone, including Starbucks, they have increased more or less exponentially from about 400-500 in 1989 to about 19000 in 2004 (Luttinger and Dicum, 2006: 155).
ated coffees supported by the specialty industry will continue to expand at a much faster rate than conventional coffees (Lewin et al., 2004: 117)

and “there are signs that the two sectors are on the verge of completely decoupling from one another” (Luttinger and Dicum, 2006: 170).

In this paper, we are going to demonstrate that this fundamental change in coffee production was driven by equally fundamental changes in trading coffee. A central problem in the coffee trade is the distribution of coffee grown by decentralized producers in low-income countries, and the transmission of information from the demand side to the producer side. In the commoditized transactional regime, this problem was mainly solved by two institutional innovations of the past. One was the establishment of centralized trading institutions (commodity exchanges), the other was standardization. Both innovations strongly supported trends towards higher efficiency and lowering of costs and prices, which also created an environment for the emergence of large multinational firms in the coffee business. The entire system was supported by domestic regulation in Brazil. The Brazilian coffee business at the beginning of the 90s was entirely structured around the commodity model (Daviron and Ponte, 2005). Commodity markets depend on product standardization, that is on: making uniform among buyers and sellers, and from place to place and time to time, the quality specifications of grades (Thomsen, 1951). In commodity coffee markets prices are set at the New York Futures Coffee Exchange (NYCE) and consequently transactions depend on the assessment on quality standards that pay no attention to coffee aroma, geographical origin and in general subjective aspects (Daviron and Ponte, 2005: 70).

Standards played a central role in the emergence of the commoditization model, precisely because they also affected the entire chain linking production and consumption. ‘Standards are created to allow the existence of market transactions; they also impose their constraint on downstream transformation processes’ (Daviron and Ponte, 2005: 37). It follows that: As long as one treated a shipment of wheat or corn as if it possessed unique characteristics that distinguished it from all other lots of grain, mixing was impossible. But if instead a shipment represented a particular ‘grade’ of grain, then there was no harm in mixing it with other grain of the same grade (Cronon, 1991: 116).

The commodity-regime for coffee was extremely successful in dealing with particular kinds of impediments to transactions. It simplified quality standards and turned them in easily measurable properties. This led to an adaptation of producers who did no longer need to care for idiosyncratic features of coffee, such as local varieties with taste differences. On the consumer side, gains resulted from lower prices, and hence increased availability of coffee. However, the consequences on quality for Brazilian coffee were dire: “by the end of the World War II American coffee had become a standardized product like any other. Maxwell House, Chase & Sanborn, and the rest offered ground coffee containing a blend based largely on average Brazilian beans, and they all tasted pretty much the same” (Pendergrast, 2001: 191). Starting in 1962, attempts to reduce coffee price volatility via quota allocation and stock control embo-
died in the ICA (International Coffee Agreement) made the situation worse. At the beginning of the 90s virtually all Brazilian coffee was a commodity.

Our case study focuses on the fundamental changes in the Brazilian coffee business that were triggered and driven by the entrepreneurial action of a single Italian coffee company, illycaffè, during the past two decades3. The case demonstrates the central role of the transactional regime in determining the way how comparative advantage is expressed in certain transformative processes, and how it changes the information structure that underlies producers’ decision making. With this approach, we further argue that trade is an entrepreneurial activity in the Schumpeterian sense. Normally, Schumpeter is invoked when technological innovation is under scrutiny (Fagerberg, 2003). But Schumpeter himself also included all activities in his notion of entrepreneurship which relate with the discovery and exploitation of new markets. We posit that entrepreneurship in the transactional domain is a major driving force of the evolving international division of labour and call this ‘transactional innovation’ arguing that in many instances, transactional innovation is the prime mover driving realized comparative advantages.

The paper proceeds as follows. In section two, we develop the notion of transaction-enabling tasks (TETs) which are defined as all activities that make transactions possible, i.e. lower costs of trade. TETs refer to resistances to trade, and we propose a classification of different kinds of trade resistances on a higher level of abstraction than commonly done in order to grasp the essential role of information flows in determining costs of transactions. Based on this, we distinguish three dimensions of the state space of a transactional regime, in which we can locate specific transactional regimes such as the commodity trade. We show that the notion of TETs can be related to distinct factor endowments which are excluded from conventional trade theories, namely social capital and organizational capital. TETs are central to link international demand and supply in terms of information flows: This connects with the current literature on quality and trade. In section three, we unfold our case study and apply our theoretical tool case on the business model that Ernesto Illy developed in Brazil. We show in detail how the new transactional regime has led to changes in the geography of coffee farming, to substantial changes in the product and, eventually, also to very different realizations of the gains from trade in the international coffee business. Section 4 concludes with a generalization about the linkage between transactional innovation and the de-commoditization phenomenon.

---

3 illycaffè was founded in Trieste in 1933, specialising in high quality Arabica coffee blend. It currently sells in over 140 countries. illycaffè is a family-owned and run business with about 550 employees. Its consolidated turnover in 2007 was more than 270 million euros, 55% of which was export-based. In 1992 illycaffè revenues were about 55 million euros. Brazil plays a fundamental role in illycaffè’s sourcing as about 60-70% of blend is Brazilian (Saes and Ishikawa, 2006). Illycaffè is probably the most important niche player in the specialty coffee in the HoReCa (Hotel-Restaurant-Catering) channel. In the coffee industry, in 2005 illycaffè had a market share of 2.27% ranking 6th in European turnover after Unilever N.V., Sara Lee International B.V., Kraft Foods France, Luigi Lavazza S.p.a., and Kraft Foods Schweiz (Perrini and Russo 2008). Illycaffè’s import from Brazil grew 20-fold from about 11000 to over 210000 bags over the 1991-2007 period. The percentage over total Brazilian export (Arabica and Robusta) is tiny, changing from less than 0.05% to 0.71%.

4 The illycaffè contribution to the decommoditization of Brazilian coffee is virtually unknown in the literature published in English. There are a few papers in Portuguese published in Brazilian journals or appeared as working papers (Saes et al., 2006, Saes and Nakazone, 2003, Neves et al., 2003, Saes et al., 2007).
2 Trade resistances and transaction-enabling tasks

Our aim is to analyze the interaction between transactional innovations and the structure and distribution of production in the global economy. Our proposal is inspired by recent contributions to the theory of international trade which argue that what is actually traded are tasks, and not goods (Grossman and Grossi-Hansberg, 2008). This approach comes close to distinguishing between end products and intermediary inputs, and has been mostly applied to explain the phenomenon of fragmentation and offshoring in international trade. In these models, offshoring costs and trade costs are central determinants of the equilibrium solutions, but they remain exogenous, in the same sense as exogenous technological progress. We argue that there are different kinds of tasks, related to transformation and transaction, such as assembling a car in transformation or selling the car abroad in transaction. If we want to analyze innovation in international trade, we need to distinguish between those tasks and all activities that create the capacity to perform the task. So, for example, assembling a car requires certain skills and organizational procedures. A production-enabling task (PET) is training employees or management. As for transactions, there is a number of tasks that support the transaction proper, and which are covered by the standard notion of transaction costs. So, a transaction-enabling task (TET) is the collection of information about local markets or the provision of legal services, which are costly, but these costs are incurred to lower the costs of trade (for a discussion of this ambivalence in the notion of transaction costs, see Wang Ning, 2003).

Tasks and enabling tasks can be separated from each other and arranged in complex spatial patterns. So far, the common approach observes that, even for simple goods (such as the infamous sports shoe), production can be partitioned in many different production processes across different countries which activate different tasks and, ultimately, different comparative advantages in terms of factor endowments. We argue that this can be extended to the partitioning of enabling tasks, and to the partitioning of transformative and transactional tasks. So, for example, offshoring a transformative task by a multinational company is a transaction in turn which might rely on TETs which can be both foreign (inhouse) and domestic (a local intermediary).

We posit that TETs are more fundamental than PETs, because for every provision of PET a transaction and hence a TET is necessary. For example, training employees is a service that might be contracted out, so requires a specific transaction. This transaction relates with a TET. Therefore, and to focus our argument, we concentrate on TETs subsequently.

2.1 Transaction-enabling tasks

The capacity to enter international transactions presupposes certain capacities to produce and capacities to transact. TETs enable transactions, hence create the capacity to transact. The most simple TET is trading proper, but extends beyond that, including e.g. financial services, consultancy, or legal services, and includes the knowledge how to adapt a product to target markets. So, for example, a producer may have the capacity to transform but may lack the capacity for transactions, so that another trader specializes on this and offers TETs, who can be domestic or foreign, with important implications for the distribution of the gains from trade, as the TET is included in the final price paid by the foreign buyer. TETs are services,
which can be produced in-house or outsourced. For example, contacting a foreign customer is a TET, which can be also offered by a consultant, domestic or foreign.

The significance of TETs for international trade has only been recognized recently in the context of econometric research on the impact of trade in services on trade in goods (for a survey, see WTO 2008: 36ff.), but was theorized early by Hirsch (1989). In the literature on trade costs, the activities covered are only analyzed in terms of their costs, but not in terms of their benefits. So, a major gap is that trade costs are only seen as trade-diminishing forces, but not as related with trade-creating activities (see Anderson and van Wincoop 2004: 748). Trade costs are the costs of TETs, which are incurred in order to reap gains from trade. This perspective is only emerging in the literature recently (e.g. Brambilla et al. 2010). Empirically, the role of TETs is recognized in identifying target-country specific differences of skills in firms. For example, exporting to a rich country may require adaptation of product quality as well as more advanced efforts in marketing, which both need the input of higher-skilled labor (Matsuyama, 2007, Verhoogen, 2008). This effect can be distinctive in three respects, i.e. firstly, relative to the distinction between exporters and non-exporters, secondly, relative to the distinction between levels of development between exporting and importing country, and thirdly, specific to the individual country pairs. In any case, however, the assumption holds in the literature that the skills needed for enabling transactions are more advanced than the skills needed in the production process.

In a dynamical view, we distinguish between comparative advantage and competitive advantage, with the latter defined as sustainable comparative advantage. We posit that international competitive advantage is determined by both the dynamics of changing capacities to transform and changing capacities to transact. In the context of the former, technological innovation looms large, in the context of the latter, market opportunities created by transactional innovations. Competitive advantage in TETs can differ in many ways from transformative competitive advantage, and can therefore be related to many different agents. If we refer the notion back to the original theory of international trade, we propose a production factor approach, which is also maintained in the current literature on trade in tasks (Grossman and Grossi-Hansberg, 2008). Conventionally, this includes labor and capital, plus technological knowledge, which can be both private and public, or partly based on externalities. All of these can refer to TETs as well, such as technological knowledge in production which is necessary to conform to certain standards. Labor is needed for both transformation and transaction. However, there are two TET specific factor endowments which are not fully included in the established theory of international trade, apart from the theory of the multinational corporation (e.g. Markusen and Maskus 1999).

One is organizational capital, which refers to the knowledge stored and used in firms to organize transactions (as distinguished from organizing production). Organizational capital refers to both internalized transactions (hence, the multinational firm) and the capacity to organize external transactions (e.g. operating a franchise, or creating a global brand). Competitive advantage has to build on non-tradable and non-imitable forms of organizational capital, and therefore underlies the growth of the multinational firm (covered in concepts such as headquarter services in the established theory of the multinational firm).

The other special factor endowment is social capital, which cannot be traded, but partly services of it (e.g. social capital used by intermediators offering their services). Social capital is a broad category which includes many, even disparate items, such as trading diasporas or idio-
syncratic ties. However, there are two aspects which apply generally. One is that social capital is relational. It always refers to relations between at least two partners, and is therefore specific to such pairings. The other is that its distribution can be asymmetric, in the sense that social capital between two parties can be allocated unevenly. This is very important in the context of international trade. Social capital between trading partners from two countries can be allocated asymmetrically in favor of the importing side, such that TETs can be offered with advantage from this side, or the other way round. Together with a monopolistic market structure for TETs, the unequal distribution of social capital can create considerable rents in international trade.

To sum up, we propose to distinguish between two broad classes of tasks in international trade, transformative and transactional, and we relate these to enabling capacities, which are treated as production factors in the standard theory. Of these factors, organizational and social capital loom especially large with reference to TETs.

2.2 Trade resistances

The concept of TETs is directly related with the concept of trade resistances (Drysdale and Garnaut, 1993). Given a certain potential to trade which results from transformation cost advantages, there is a number of resistances to trade, beginning with a lack of information about the comparative transformation cost advantages in the context of global markets, and reaching over the entire gamut of transaction costs constraints, to the lack of information about the demand side. This notion is broader and more neutral than concepts such as trade barriers or impediments to trade. The topic is well researched in the context of SME and trade (for a seminal analysis, see (Abdel-Latif and Nugent, 1996), and has been recognized in mainstream model with the introduction of fixed costs to market entry (e.g. Melitz, 2003). Many SME are not even aware of their export potential, and even if so, face high uncertainty about the transaction costs of market entry.

However, the literature in international trade theory is mostly arguing on the aggregate level, so that the specific pattern of trade resistances and the corresponding set of tasks dealing with them is not analyzed. There is also a crucial methodological problem, which also provides a rationale for conducting case studies with thick descriptions, such as in our paper: the gravity model assumes identical preferences and technology for all agents, which implies that it is impossible to distinguish empirically between differences in preferences or technology and trade costs (see Anderson and van Wincoop (2004): 727f., 734). That is, if there are such differences, they will show up as trade costs in the estimations. However, those differences will also cause trade costs, if firms need to adapt. If they adapt, this might in turn change competitive advantages (and technically violates the assumption of the separability between trade and production in the equilibrium model underlying the gravity model).

In the literature on trade costs, researchers normally use conceptual distinctions that are closely related to policy variables and certain intuitively grounded ideas about impediments to trade (such as tariffs, non-tariff barriers to trade, cultural differences etc.). We move to a more abstract level as we want to concentrate on the relation between TETs, trade resistances and information flows (for more detail, see Herrmann-Pillath, 2001). For this purpose, we distin-
guish between three different aspects of information, and propose to classify trade resistances in the three dimensions: quantitative/qualitative, emic/etic and subjective/objective (figure 1).

Fig. 1: Dimensions of transactions

- Quantitative/qualitative: this refers to aspects of a transaction (arrow in fig. 1) which can be quantified or not. This distinction is important because it has effects on the nature and degree of uncertainty and the possibility to optimize over the transaction in calculatory terms. Further, it is essential for the possibility and the methods of standardization.

- Emic/etic: This distinction is adopted from anthropology. ‘Etic’ refers to properties of the transaction and the agents which can be ascertained from an observer position in a way that is commensurable across all observers, including participant ones. ‘Emic’ refers to properties which can be only ascertained from the position of a participating observer. In principle, emic accounts can be put into commensurable categories, hence translated into etics (‘objective hermeneutics’). This distinction is especially important to analyze information flows about preferences on the demand side of international transactions.

- Subjective/objective: A subjective property is a property of the agent, an objective property is a property of the transaction that is independent from the agent. This distinction is different from standard uses of the term, because we have to draw a line to the etics/emics duality. It is important in the context of network analyses of international trade and the social capital approaches.

This classification highlights certain aspects of trade which are recognized especially in the international business studies literature (e.g. in the seminal research by the Scandinavian School, such as Forsgren and Johanson, 1992), but are neglected by the mainstream theory,
apart from the gravity model research tradition. In the latter, properties of trading partners are explicitly considered, such as shared languages. These properties count as ‘subjective’ in our scheme, as they are individual properties of the parties, and do not relate with the transaction as such. Beyond this dimension, however, there are differences which mainly relate with the hermeneutics of the trading activity, mostly highlighted in cross-cultural management studies. These we classify in the emics/etics dichotomy familiar from anthropology. These categories overlap partly, because emic factors can also be conceived as properties of the parties, or because measurable properties tend to be etic properties, but there are still important differences. To give some examples:

- A tariff is a trade resistance that is quantitative, etic and objective. It can be measured, it is perceived in the same way by all parties involved, and it is only contingent on the type of transaction (if it is non-discriminatory).
- Brand loyalty to local products is a trade resistance to foreign exporters which is difficult to measure, hence qualitative, which is emic, because it needs to be analyzed from the perspective of the domestic consumers, and which is subjective, because it is a property of the domestic consumers.
- A national technological standard is a trade resistance which can quantified under many circumstances, is etic because it is perceived in the same way by all parties involved, and it is subjective, if it refers to system requirements in the importing country.

Fig. 2: State space of transactional regime

![State space of transactional regime](image)

Given this definition of trade resistances, we can now define a TET as a service that is complementary to traded goods and which lowers resistances to trade. Therefore, we can analyze TETs with reference to the state space of trade resistances and can characterize a transactional regime as a combination of TETs which is located in a particular part of this state space (figure 2). As we shall see below, the occupation of different parts of this state space is a major distinctive feature of the commoditization vs. de-commoditization model of coffee trade.
Trade resistances are complex, so the creation of a TET is an entrepreneurial activity. Broadly speaking, three types of entrepreneurial agents are possible. The producer can produce the TET, a domestic trader or service provider can do, or a foreign provider, including both target market foreign providers (importers) and others (global distributors). In case of the partitioning of the roles of the producer and the distributor, market structure issues loom large and exert a strong impact on the distribution of the gains from the value chain consisting of transformative and transactional activities. Thus, we argue that the transactional regime is also central for determining welfare effects of international trade.

2.3 Entrepreneurship, TETs and scale effects on the demand side

In the first place, entrepreneurship in international trade refers to the collection and exploitation of trade relevant information, which is very close to an Austrian view. The Austrian view emphasizes alertness and idiosyncratic knowledge of particular circumstances in time and place (Kirzner, 1997). This is also an important determinant of competitive advantage in international trade, such as in the case of successful trading communities. Beyond that, entrepreneurs in international trade induce transactional innovations; this refers to the creation of new transactional regimes that connect between the seller and the buyer across international borders.

With a view on our case study, we wish to emphasize one particular aspect of this entrepreneurial activity, which we call ‘semantic arbitrage’, which is especially important in consumer goods. Semantic arbitrage establishes categorial connections between perceptions of goods on the demand and the supply side, which is especially important in two contexts which connect with standard topics in the mainstream trade literature. Firstly, semantic arbitrage coordinates the perceptions of varieties of products, which relates to the literature on monopolistic competition and is thus an important determinant of scale effects in international trade (for example, distinctions between German and French cars in intra-industry trade, with relation to differentiated consumer preferences). Secondly, semantic arbitrage involves the categorization of quality perceptions. Quality perceptions are extremely important in the creation of new market segments and niches.

The role of quality differences has been highlighted in recent models of geographical bias in international trade (e.g. Hummels and Klenow (2005), Verhoogen 2008)). Quality ladders can result into a biased distribution of trading activities across rich and poor countries, triggering the emergence of rich-rich clusters in international trade and a majority of low-intensity trade relations among poor countries (Murphy and Shleifer, 1997). This effect is supported by scale effects on the demand side, because rich countries have much higher volumes of demand. This is particularly important when there are high fixed costs of market entry. So, considering a range of countries with different levels of GDP and different product-specific demand volumes, there is presumably a number of potential markets in international trade which are difficult to access because the total volume (GDP) of demand is low or because the volume in the particular product group is low (which can combine with both high and low GDP). Combinations of high total volume and high product specific volume will attract many entrants because fixed costs of entry can be covered. Quality differences also relate with different
kinds of tasks and labor inputs, with especially strong effects on TET related tasks, which typically require inputs of higher-skilled labor (Brambilla et al., 2010).

Fig. 3: Constrained markets and the latent demand space

Scale effects on the demand side have been popularized in another context, the internet economy, under the heading of the ‘long tail’ (Anderson, 2006). The long tail refers to the statistical distribution of transactions with a small number of high-volume market segments and a large number of low-volume market segments, which often follows a power law (fig. 3). Now, if TET capacities are distributed unequally, this can result into truncated distributions of trading activities for particular classes of goods which also show a long tail, if the fixed costs of tapping those market segments are prohibitive. A truncated long tail implies that there is a large volume of potential demand which is left unexploited because the transactions fail to materialize. There are different reasons for that. One reason that has been much discussed in recent years is the so-called ‘bottom of the pyramid’ effect (Prahalad, 2009). The argument is that many product markets are shaped by demand features, standards etc. of rich countries, which also determines the transaction capabilities of rich country firms. This is an impediment to trade with low-income countries because the rich country firms cannot exploit the long tail of low income consumers. This argument relates the long tail with certain TET patterns which prevent the opening up of new market segments.

In our context of the coffee business, we meet another version of this argument. This is the exploitation of demand diversity on growing markets, which corresponds to the original version of the long tail argument referring to the internet economy. Again, the question is how far demand diversity can be exploited, given a certain TET capacity. In the internet case, the TET capacity is only technologically determined. So, the argument goes this way, that pro-

Numbers do not refer to any real market
Producers can just rely on the information processing and communication technology of the internet to open up long tail potential, which is basically an argument relying on economies of scale in TET production, which translate into expanding market niches which could not be tapped previously. However, there is also the possibility that independent from this communication technology, there are other trade resistances which would impede access to the long tail.

One special aspect of the long tail model is the statistical distribution of features on both the demand and the production side, which is particularly important to analyze entrepreneurial dynamics. This is a most general description of the information structure that needs to be activated in trade: The size and distribution of market segments related to particular quality perceptions. The mixing approach in the commoditization regime tacitly assumes that qualities are distributed across the spectrum in a normal distribution, with the grades identifying the standard cases. However, the distribution can have different properties, with a much higher occurrence of outliers. This implies that within the long tail, there is a non-predictable possibility of the occurrence of special events, such as a very high local quality of coffee, which could match with the occurrence of special demand characteristics in the spectrum of tastes. Conventionally, the truncation of the long tail is ascribed to the incidence of high fixed costs of entry, an argument which resounds with the role of fixed market entry costs in recent mainstream models of international trade. However, in our case study we see that sheer diversity of quality and tastes and the lack of a TET regime that matches the two sides is sufficient to cause truncation, independent from fixed costs of both transformative and transactional activities.

3 Case study: Transactional innovation in the Brazilian coffee business and de-commoditization

3.1 TETs and commoditization of coffee

We will now apply our conceptual framework on the Brazilian coffee business. We intend to demonstrate the value of our analytical categories, and we also want to show that and how TETs matter for international trade. A major trend in the global coffee business was the cycle from commoditization to de-commoditization (Daviron and Vagneron, 2010). As we have sketched in section one, the commoditization regime was based on a particular transactional regime that put standardization and commodity exchanges at its core. In our analysis of the state space of trade resistances, this regime emphasized etic aspects of coffee, in the sense that on global commodity exchanges certain universal perceptions of quality were shared by everyone, and could be ascertained by accepted procedures of measurement. The subjective/objective distinction applied in the sense that in commodity exchange, only properties of the product, but not of the parties count. So, origin did not matter, as well as international differences in taste. We can locate this transactional regime in the state space of trade resistances as in fig. 4.
Fig. 4: Commodity-regime and TETs

The commodity-regime for coffee was extremely successful in dealing with particular kinds of trade resistances. But this did not simply mean that the pattern of transactions was adapted to given patterns of production and consumption, but also, that the transactional regime changed both patterns with the effect of increasing the match. It simplified quality standards and turned them in easily measurable properties. This led to an adaptation of producers who did no longer need to care for idiosyncratic features of coffee, such as local varieties with taste differences. On the consumer side, gains resulted from lower prices, and hence increased availability of coffee, leading to a rapid growth of global coffee consumption. This development matches with the economics of standardization (Swann, 2010).

On the other hand, the North-South divide between production and consumption of coffee, together with the complexity of the coffee global value chain structured around the oligopolistic power of 4-5 major roasters and the quasi-military power of national regulators (Daviron and Ponte, 2005) created a barrier to knowledge flows between consumers and producers. In other words, the transactional regime did not only channel the economic activity into a particular direction, but the neglected trade resistances in other dimensions were transformed into a ‘blind spot’ in the sense that even the information about potential demand was no longer accessible (Daviron and Vagneron, 2010).

Most coffee farmers have only a vague idea of how their product is consumed. The only signal they receive from their market is the fluctuating price, which has seemingly little to do with anything they have any control over. They receive no feedback on their cultivation and processing methods or techniques from their ultimate customers yet, just as much as roasting and brewing, cultivation and washing are crucial in ensuring that great beans result in a great cup (Luttinger and Dicum, 2006: 169).

That is, producers neglected all potentially relevant properties of coffee which were not covered by the regime of TETs. On the demand side, consumer choice was mainly oriented to price and (to a much lesser degree) substitutes of coffee, but not on variants of coffee. In the
longer run, even specific knowledge about the production process was lost, especially of the tacit kind. In a nutshell, the adaptation happened via the universal application of mixing all levels of the system, farmers, cooperatives, national distributors and global exchanges, mixing even coffee from different countries of origin, with a concomitant de-skilling of coffee growers. So, the transactional regime eventually also affected the distribution of PETs. For example, skills that were necessary to grow high quality coffee were no longer acquired and taught, although they may have survived by inertia.

It is important to see the implications for comparative and competitive advantage. The commoditization regime exploited comparative advantage in the sense of the ecological conditions for growing coffee. At the same time, coffee growers were lacking any advantage in TETs, because that was mainly geared towards complex organizational capital (international commodity exchanges, multinational roasters etc.). Economically, the result of the regime was that most of the potential rents that could accrue from special factor conditions could not be gained by the producers, thus destroying an important source for gains from trade. On the other hand, rents were generated by organizational capital, driving the emergence of a global oligopoly in coffee trade and especially, the roasting business. Social capital of farmers and between farmers and buyers did not play any role.

3.2 The entrepreneurial case: illycaffè

The liberalization trend of the 80s led to the termination of the International Coffee Agreement in 1989. One year later, the organization that used to regulate the Brazilian coffee market and served as an interface with the external world, the Instituto Brasileiro do Caffe’ (IBC), was closed by the government. This removed a major pillar of the existing system of market communication and caused a rapid increase of uncertainty for producers.

In the post-deregulation period, the Brazilian coffee business plunged into a crisis because international prices were low, and producers could not design strategies how to cope with the new environment, lacking the human, social and organizational capital. However, the scrapping of the regulatory constraints allowed for new entrepreneurial action. The foremost example was that of one company, illycaffè. Illy crafted a comprehensive act of transactional innovations which did not only change the rules of the game in the coffee business, but also changed the nature of the good itself.

Following the liberalization of the coffee market in 1990 (Pendergrast, 2001), the Italian company Illycaffè, leader in espresso quality coffee, entered the Brazilian coffee market in 1991 and launched a new sourcing strategy based on a) direct relationship with farmers, b) price differential to reward quality and c) an Award for the best coffee beans that worked as a pull attractor (Hagel et al., 2010) for producers who wanted to escape the uncertainties of commodity markets. The Award and the disintermediation strategy that Illycaffè implemented bypassed the financial bottleneck set by the NYCE prices and created for the first time in Brazilian coffee history an incentive to switch to quality. But switching to quality entails significant risks and financial investment for farmers caused by uncertainty (or sheer ignorance) of
final markets, quality criteria demanded by end-users, channels to roasters, marketing techniques, processing technologies, certification schemes, etc. Thus, without an entirely new structure of accessing and disseminating information this shift would have been out of reach. The move to quality implied the abandonment of the conventional standardization procedure and thus required the introduction of an alternative set of TETs.

**Fig. 5: illy’s Brazilian TET platform**

Some of these TETs were directly introduced by illycaffè, others latched on and built on illycaffè’s actions. We can divide the former into three groups. First, illycaffè organized a platform of a network of Brazilian institutional partners to administer the Award and the direct interaction style with farmers. These are:

- **Assicafe’**: quality analysis laboratory. Assicafe’ relays quality criteria as demanded by final markets to producers and acts to match quality criteria with technical and agronomical capabilities of producers. Assicafe’ launch in 1992 was instigated by Dr. Ernesto Illy.\(^7\)
- **ADS (Assessoria de Comunicações)**: PR company. ADS manages the organization of the Award, Public Relations of illycaffè in Brazil, the suppliers’ club and other image-related initiatives.
- **Porto De Santos**: exporter. PdS manages the relationship with farmers after quality assessment.
- **PENSAs** (University of São Paulo) manages the Coffee University and technical knowledge transfer to farmers.

Some of these functions (such as quality assessment and PR) were transferred from the roaster’s country to Brazil in order to enable knowledge-intensive interactions with farmers.

\(^7\) [http://www.assicafe.com.br/site/](http://www.assicafe.com.br/site/)
\(^8\) Program of Studies of the Agro-Industrial System Business, Administração e Contabilidade da Universidade de São Paulo.
that go well beyond contract negotiation. Others, such as knowledge transfer, were created ex-novo.

Second, Illycaffe invested in social capital via building trust between roasters and farmers. This was new in the Brazilian market. Our interviews revealed that:

*At that time [beginning of 90s] it was unimaginable that a roaster would visit us, give as an award for our coffee, and moreover, would pay a price differential*; and, Illy program bypassed all the chain and connected directly the roaster with the producer. So, not only did Illy pay a much higher price for coffee, but they also started a new concept in buying and selling coffee.

Trust-building requires commitment and a long-term approach. Illy effectively worked as an infinite demand buyer, over 17 years buying all coffee that satisfied illy’s quality threshold.

Trust was reinforced by the third element: the knowledge management program that illy set in place to fill the knowledge gap between roasters and farmers:

*The Award ushered the dynamic of knowledge-sharing between illycaffe and the producers [...] We tried to transfer to the producers the knowledge about the quality variables that we consider important, and in particular the ones that we wanted to improve.*

Technical knowledge transfer was supported by two institutions that illycaffe set up: the Universidade illy do Café and the Clube illy do Café. The former specializes in providing technical courses on coffee agronomy, processing and markets to farmers. The latter gathers illy’s suppliers in a supplier club for further more bottom-up and self-organizing knowledge-sharing initiatives. The non-exclusive and open character of the network has been documented (Andriani et al., 2011). Commodity business models create atomistic markets. Farmers compete on price and have little incentive to cooperate and hence tend to live in a highly local knowledge space. The creation of social capital, i.e. personal trust between a limited number of growers and Illy, set the initial conditions for an epidemic of imitations, which continuously accelerated the transition to the new de-commoditized regime. An interesting example of the emergence of social capital was revealed by a farmer interviewed in the Zona da Mata in Minas Gerais:

*[Before the arrival of illycaffe] There was no sign of unity, when the association started [year 2000, after the first farmer of the area won a placement in the top 10 at the Award] it was seen as a talking shop, a place where producers could talk and talk. The events organized by illy or that illy helped to organize triggered a much bigger exchange of ideas. When we were all on our own, the producers looked at each other as enemies, adversaries. Now pro-

---

9 Aguinaldo Lima, farmer and first President of CACER, our interview, 02/03/2008 [our translation].
10 Luis Noberto Pascoal, our interview 26/11/2007, Campinas, SP, Chairman of DaTerra, one of the biggest coffee companies in Brasil: [http://www.daterracoffee.com.br/#/ids-home](http://www.daterracoffee.com.br/#/ids-home)
11 Our interview with Furio Suggi Liverani, illycaffe R&D Director, Sept. 2007 [our translation]
12 This region is called Zona da Mata (ZdM). It is a high-humidity mountain area, where the dry exsiccation method (so-called natural) produces a fermented coffee known as rio or riado, the worst quality in Brazil. Coffee processed by the alternative method, the semi-washed, was not admitted at the illy Award before 1999. It turned out that the ZdM semi-washed coffee was excellent and went out to win several awards starting from 1999. The excellent placements of ZdM coffee at the Award triggered the adoption of the semi-washed processing method and related technology. Interestingly, although the semi-washed technology had been known in the ZdM at least since the 60s, its diffusion had been blocked by the lack of channels for quality coffee.
ducers look at each other as ‘companheiros’ [mates]. ... This is what illy encouraged us to do in order to look at fellow producers not as enemies and consequently improve the relationship between producer and producer. Now we are a group of producers with a common objective: improving quality.\footnote{Farmer Alejandro Faria, Manhuacu, MG, Brazil. Our interview, 22/04/2008 [our translation].}

Most suppliers are now part of multiple associations, clubs, cooperatives, and other organizational forms. Participation in multiple fora increases the variety of contexts to which suppliers are exposed, amplifies the diversity of information and stories and allows the cross-fertilization of knowledge among different regions. The Illy Club and Illy University connect multiple association, institutions and coops in a wider networks and bridge multiple local communities in an innovation ‘commons’, a space for diffusion and collective production of innovations (Rauscher and Andriani, 2009).

Fig. 6: The incipient dynamics of geographical diversification and specialization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Municipalities in Cerrado Mineiro (MG)</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Araguari</td>
<td>-18.64</td>
<td>-48.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Araxá</td>
<td>-19.59</td>
<td>-46.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carmo do Paranaíba</td>
<td>-19.00</td>
<td>-46.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cascavel Rico</td>
<td>-18.57</td>
<td>-47.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coronelinal</td>
<td>-18.47</td>
<td>-47.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estrela do Sul</td>
<td>-18.74</td>
<td>-47.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indaiatuba</td>
<td>-19.03</td>
<td>-47.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inácio de Minas</td>
<td>-18.96</td>
<td>-47.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monte Carmelo</td>
<td>-18.72</td>
<td>-47.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patos de Minas</td>
<td>-18.57</td>
<td>-46.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patozinho</td>
<td>-18.84</td>
<td>-46.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedrinópolis</td>
<td>-19.22</td>
<td>-19.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perdizes</td>
<td>-19.35</td>
<td>-47.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romaria</td>
<td>-18.85</td>
<td>-47.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>São Gotardo</td>
<td>-19.31</td>
<td>-46.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serra do Salitre</td>
<td>-19.11</td>
<td>-46.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varjão de Minas</td>
<td>-18.37</td>
<td>-46.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Diffusion of purchases made by illy in the Cerrado Mineiro region (Minas Gerais) between 1991-1994. The 4 graphs on the left-hand sides reports the longitude of coffee sales to illy (vertical axis: total number of bags; horizontal: longitude of council). The 4 graphs on the right-hand side show the latitude of sales. The name of the councils are shown below.
The effects of the platform can be documented in a variety of ways. For instance an analysis of the geographic spread of illy’s purchases over 1991-1195 shows the epidemic character of the switch to quality (see figure 6). The graph reports illycaffe’s ‘geography of purchases’. As at the beginning of the 90s Illycaffe was the only buyer of quality coffee and the Cerrado Mineiro was the first region to switch to quality in Brazil, the graph effectively shows the total amount of transactions of quality coffee. We notice that the ‘epidemic’ centre is the town of Patrocinio in the Cerrado Mineiro area (Minas Gerais). In 1990 Ernesto Illy met with Agui
naldo Lima the leader of the local farmers. Agui
naldo promised to participate to the Award and induce his social network to do likewise. According to the official website of the Club of the Coffee Associations of the Cerrado Area14:

*The award proved beyond doubt the superiority of the Cerrado coffee. Exploiting this fact, the Caccer started to make use of the award as a marketing tool to promote the coffee from the region. As the Illycaffe award was widely known and impacted heavily on the coffee market, we built our strategy on this. Given the magic presence of Cerrado growers among the award winners, in a short time the image of the Cerrado coffee and of the award spread all over and the quality of the region started to be recognized on the global scale. This proposal [to start a consortium of associations to represent the coffee of the region] originated from the ACARPA, the association of coffeegrowers of Patrocinio, formed by a group of producers lead by Agui
naldo Jose’ de Lima. The idea of the proposal included: an appropriate use of technology, a strategy of marketing and direct commercialization, avoiding intermediaries15.*

Associations emerged to break the location-independence of commodity markets, stopped the mixing practice and invested in the establishment of TETs necessary to transact location-specific produce (‘geography of food’), such as, geographic brands (at a regional, sub-regional, local, farm-based), trademarks and quality certifications. At the same time, the rise of geography required a new logistic TET: traceability. This caused the emergence of a new type of cooperatives, based on location-sensitive warehousing in order to keep track of the geographic origins of beans. Thus, Illy’s transactional innovations affected the pattern of TETs and changed the knowledge structure in coffee growing. A major change was the de-standardization of the distribution system and the imposition of expert assessments which allow for a much higher idiosyncratic diversity of qualities. This step was essential to enable Illy to open up the potential of the long tail on the demand side. It would have been impossible for the growers to take that step alone, because they were lacking the organizational capital to implement it. So, the reliance on a top Italian coffee brand was crucial to link the producer and the consumer side in the long tail dynamics.

Illycaffe intentionally bypassed the business model that regulated the Brazilian commodity coffee market (which at the time was all what was known) and targeted the niche of quality coffee they presumed existed. Instead of following traditional and well tested strategies, they launched a *pull* strategy (Hagel et al., 2010)—based on the award, direct interaction, price differential and knowledge diffusion—that addressed the long tail of quality distribution. Second, when the initial intuition was proven correct, they built on the *tiny initiating event* (award and direct sourcing) by crafting an emergent strategy that accompanied and modulated the decommoditization process via the governance of the TETs platform. The new platform of

---

14 The CACCER was founded in 1992

TETs works as a spreading scaffolding that enables nested and more sophisticated patterns of production and consumption.

This account can be detailed by analyzing the evolution of the transactions of a relatively large producer (name is withheld) in Manhumirin (municipality in the Zona da Mata in Minas Gerais). This database covers the period 1995-2007, ideal to study the discontinuity which started in 1999 and was triggered by a change in illy award regulations. The database covers 194 transactions. For each transaction, the following parameters are given: year of contract, number of bags sold, price in Brazilian reals and in US dollars17 and quality grade indication (consistently from 1997).

Fig. 7: Manhumirin producer: cumulative revenues per quality grade (period 1995-2007)

The first type of evidence concerns quality grades. Quality grades reflect different types of drinks and are assessed by tasting coffee according to set of procedures defined by national or international bodies. Figure 7 shows the cumulative sales of quality grades. We note the net increase in quality grades. Despite the fact that the data under analysis are local, i.e. a single coffee grower in the ZdM, the data confirms that the interpretation advanced in this paper, i.e. a bifurcation of quality from commodity via increase of diversity enabled by TETs, bears an impact at the local level. Figure 8 shows that the frequency of transaction of price/bag in the period 1995-1999 approximates a bell-shaped distribution, typical of commodity markets. The bell distribution evolves into a bimodal distribution after 1999.

16 The traditional way of drying coffee in Brazil is called natural: coffee beans are laid on a patio and dried under the sunlight. But the Zona da Mata region (Atlantic Forrest biotype) is characterised by high humidity and irregular precipitation that often ruined the coffee cherries by triggering fermentation during the drying process. In these areas coffee can be processed through the so-called “semi-washed” technique in which the exposure to sun is strongly limited and drying takes place within a rotating drum (called descascado). The illy regulations were changed in 1999 to allow descascado coffee to participate to the award.

17 The indication of price in US$ is convenient as the Brazilian currency suffered from highly volatile and often extreme inflation during the 90. Moreover, in order to compare the value of coffee contracts across an extended period of time—13 years—it has been necessary to purge the data from the volatility of the coffee market. Coffee’s commodity and quality prices are established by adding or subtracting a differential from the New York reference price; hence, made 100 the average NY price in 1995, all prices reported in this paper have been expressed in terms of the 1995 prices. In other terms the volatility of the coffee market has been subtracted from the data.
Evidence from the coffee spot market in Sao Paulo indicates that the Brazilian commodity coffee market shows a truncated Pareto distribution. The truncation indicates the presence of a latent market for less frequent higher value added transactions (quality). Figure 9 shows that the emergence of new quality grades (new to Manhumirin, not new in absolute terms) occurs within niches. Among the 6 quality grades that emerge from 2002 onward, 5 are confined to tiny niches both in terms of cumulative sales and number of bags. Figure 9 clarifies the temporal development of the tail. The revenues of quality grades evolve from a compressed commodity curve based on three grades toward a curve with clearly identifiable head and tail grades.
Figure 10 confirms the relationship between long tail and emergent diversity. The average price per bag of the new grades is in five cases out of seven higher than for the traditional grades and in two cases lower. The introduction of new grades expands the available diversity especially toward higher quality (as reflected by sale price). The appearance of a long tail in the coffee market is driven by causes other than fixed cost reduction. If anything, in fact, the conversion to quality implies additional investments and hence an increase in costs both fixed and variable. The emergence of a long tail of quality seems rather to be driven by the dynamic of diversity.

From the perspective of TETs, Illy moved from the emphasis on etic and quantifiable trade resistances to the emphasis on emic and subjective trade resistance, i.e. emphasizing taste and quality differences which are not easy to measure. This was only possible because the new
distribution system avoided the commodity exchange, i.e. disintermediated the distribution structure. So, in the state space of trade resistances the bifurcation of the Brazilian coffee market shows up as in fig. 11. As we have seen, this transition does not simply mean that another sort of trade resistances is addressed, but also that the nature and content of information flows was changed, with far-reaching implications for the transformation process, too. Transactional regime and transformation process following comparative advantage are closely interwoven.

Fig. 11: Bifurcation of transactional regimes

In order to document the dynamics of the bifurcation process as being driven by entrepreneurial action, we analyzed a database of articles that appeared in the Brazilian press between 1991 and 2007 that mention the word illy or illycaffè (Ghezzi, 2011). We mapped 13 indicators of diversity as shown in table 1, which demonstrate the activation of niches which had been hidden so far in the truncated long tail of the commoditization regime. In using a data base of this kind, we are able to observe the process of semantic arbitrage directly. It is reflected in the emergence of new words and names which refer to increasing diversity of qualities or the emergence of new organizational patterns. This new semantics of the coffee business reflects the new transactional regime.
### Table 1: Diversity increase extend from beans to cup, from supply to consumption.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIMENSION OF LT</th>
<th>ATTRIBUTES/QUALIFIERS</th>
<th>Number of events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1 QUALITY INCREASE | - existent producers convert to quality coffee growing  
| | - increase in quantity of quality coffee  
| | - role of association in stimulating quality | 13 |
| 2 DEFINITION OF NEW QUALITY ATTRIBUTES | - Examples: aroma, acidity, bitterness, body, flavour | 7 |
| 3 NEW QUALITY PRODUCERS | - new producers start growing quality coffee (and winning illycaffè’ Award, like the ones from Zona da Mata, San Paolo, Paranà, Piraju) | 22 |
| 4 NEW QUALITY BRANDS | - New quality brands imitating Cerrado model  
| | - Cafè do Ponto  
| | - Mellita  
| | - Cacique | 10 |
| 5 CERTIFICATIONS of ORIGIN or of QUALITY | Certification of origin:  
| | - Cafè do Cerrado (Certicafè)  
| | - 100% Cafè do Cerrado  
| | - Cafè do Carmo  
| | - Cafè do San Paolo  
| | - Cafè do Piraju  
| | - Cafes das Montanas do Espirito Santo  
| | - Cafè do Brasil  
| | Certification of quality:  
| | - Selo de Pureza  
| | - Certicafè  
| | - ABIC label | 17 |
| 6 NEW COFFEE VARIETIES | - Investment in research of new coffee varieties  
| | Examples:  
| | - Icatu, Novo Mundo, Açaià, Catuaí, Bourbon | 9 |
| 7 INNOVATION | - New coffee varieties  
| | - Traceability of coffee beans/batches  
| | - New growing techniques (irrigation, disposition of coffee trees etc.)  
| | -New processing techniques (eg. depulped coffee)  
| | - New machineries (spectrophotometer)  
| | - New storage techniques (shared warehousing among producers and cooperatives)  
| | - New/Improved knowledge sharing systems (eg. Club illy in 1999; Uni illy in 2000; illy’s Espresso Magazine; Agrodata video about growing techniques)  
| | (Specific count for Club Illy: 7) | 41 |
| 8 NEW ASSOCIATIONS | - Caccer  
| | - Club illy (1999)  
| | - PROCED (Piraju region) | 5 |
| 9 NEW AWARDS | 1) Local Awards (eg. Sul de Minas; Coop de Viçosa; Caratinga; Concurso de Cafè Conillon)  
| | 2) National-level Awards | 14 |
| 10 | NEW BUSINESS MODELS | - Disintermediation;  
- Strategic partnerships and alliances  
- New marketing strategies of coffee associations (direct promotion on international markets and participation to international coffee fairs)  
- Shared warehousing among producers and cooperatives |
| 11 | NEW CONSUMPTION HABITS | - Increase of new quality coffee bars in big cities  
- New food recipes using coffee  
- Increase in consumption of quality coffee (consumers’ preference for specialty/gourmet coffee) |
| 12 | INCREASE IN SALES and PRICE (for QUALITY COFFEE) | - New markets penetration (IC)  
- Increase in export for Brazilian producers (especially Cerrado)  
-Increase in consumption of quality coffee (consumers’ preference for specialty/gourmet coffee)  
- Increase in prices paid to growers (but difficult to be precisely measured due to their high volatility) |
4 Conclusions

The global coffee business has been a major target of policy debates and also international initiatives to market regulation for decades (Talbot, 2004). These debates are also influenced by the way how this business is conceptualized. Hence, the ‘commoditization’ paradigm was also a particular perspective on how to analyze international trade in this context. Correspondingly, two major approaches in tackling the resulting inequalities in the distribution of the gains from trade were pursued in the past: one is the global regulation of the commoditized regime, and the other is the ‘fair trade’/sustainable coffee movement. Basically, both approaches focus on the price/quantity dimension, with the fair trade movement also emphasizing sustainability aspects. We think that these approaches are both guided by certain fundamental assumptions about the theory of international trade, and hence present a view on the market process which leaves important dimensions of entrepreneurship out of sight. Both approaches do not fully appreciate the role of transactional regimes in shaping the international division of labor, which is, however, fully appreciated in business practice in which new transactional regimes form an essential, if not defining part of ‘business models’ which actually create and design market opportunities.

In general: De-commoditisation is a key result of the historical fair trade and organic movements: strong vertical relations isolated sustainable products by differentiating the whole chains from the mainstream market (Daviron and Vagneron, 2010: 14). Starbucks played a crucial role in establishing coffee as a sophisticated and ‘cool’ drink by leading the so-called Latte Revolution. Although the early ‘fair trade’/sustainable movement started decommoditizing the global coffee value chain, by directly linking producers and consumers, the recent ‘standardization’ in terms of labeling and other marketing devices approach is reintroducing main features of a commoditized regime, i.e. suppliers’ substitutability and ‘opacity’ between producers and consumers (Daviron and Vagneron, 2010).

Our paper intended to introduce this perspective on transactional regimes into the analysis of international trade, with a case study on one of the most important globally traded commodities, coffee. In Brazil it was Illy’s new transactional innovation that started decommoditizing coffee. In fig. 12 we compare illy’s share of the quality Brazilian market. Although the Brazilian quality production is our estimate which requires a set of assumption (see footnote 18), the graph shows that illy’s purchases were far superior to the expected production of quality coffee between illy’s entry and 1996/1997. This is due to the fact that illy directly triggered, enabled and sustained the production of quality in Brazil. The graph confirms the results from

---

18 Estimating the percentage of Illycaffè’s market share in the specialty production requires a few assumptions: assuming the share of commodity/specialty production follows demand curve in the US (main consumer of specialty coffee in the world), that is share of specialty/commodity consumption, one can estimate Brazilian specialty supply by multiplying total Brazilian production by the US specialty/commodity consumption ratio. The first source reports only data for certified coffee not specialty, but provides an indication about the ratio specialty/certified. Assuming this is constant, one can calculate first, the ratio specialty+certified (SC) over commodity in the US consumption and then apply the ratio to calculate SC/commodity ratio in Brazilian production. Data for specialty consumption in the US are available in (Giovannucci et al., 2009); production data for coffee producing countries are available at the ICO website (International Coffee Organization - http://www.ico.org/new_historical.asp?section=Statistics). Illy’s purchases data: private communication.
our interviews. Until 1996, Illycaffè seems to be the only relevant purchaser of quality coffee in Brazil. After 1996 the explosive expansion of quality coffee in Brazil makes illy’s share drop to about 2% in 2006.

Fig. 12: estimated production of quality coffee in Brazil and Illy purchases

Thus, transactional innovation was also crucial for transformational innovation, because only new knowledge about the demand side triggered a learning process in which new transformational capabilities were created. The new transactional regime redistributed and created human, organizational and social capital. In the commoditized regime, farmers were specialized on low-skill transformation tasks. They could not activate social capital, both in the sense of cooperation among producers and in the sense of networking between buyers and sellers. The coffee trade was dominated by large oligopolistic firms with large organizational capital that enabled them to manage the global trade mediated via commodity exchanges and to process large quantities of coffee to target a growing demand in industrial countries. The new regime could be launched by relying on another special kind of organizational capital, namely a strong brand in high-quality Italian coffee. However, in order to mobilize this potential, it was necessary to create complementary social capital, i.e. direct relations between Illy and the farmers. This provided the conditions for entrepreneurial success in creating a whole range of new TETs. It is important to recognize that these new TETs increasingly became independent from their entrepreneurial origin, that is, are increasingly based on competitive advantages of the farmers. The farmers increased their transactional capabilities, which implied a substantial shift of the gains from trade. This shift is implicit in the substantially higher prices paid for quality coffee.

This model differs fundamentally from the ‘fair trade’ approach in which buyers offer other conditions to producers, as it is not driven by humanitarian concerns about the unfair distribu-
tion of gains from trade. The case study clearly demonstrates that the distribution of capacities to transact is a major determinant of this distribution. The commoditization regime implies a very unequal distribution of capacities to transact, whereas the new transactional regime goes hand in hand with the creation of a manifold of transactional capacities on the side of the coffee growers. This was driven by profit-oriented business decisions: The improved quality of coffee is a hallmark of the illy brand. So, our analysis shows that the notion of TETs is a bridge between international business studies and management sciences and the theory of international trade.
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